2 Day Divine Principle Seminar
Bucharest, Romania, 22. – 23. February 2014
Bong Moon Jeong

Anyong-hasseyo!
The Workshop had started with the inspiring lectures by our national leader, Mr Jeong. He gave lecture with
passionate heart. There were some games and sports together for creating more unity & harmony with
participants after lunch.
The lecture in afternoon were continued with clear and important topic about ‘The purpose of Messiah’,
‘Eschatology’and “Introduction to Restoration”. The partipants could understood the true mission of Jesus
and found hope through Principle of Restoration. They started to think about the meaning of life centered on
God. How precious time we are living in the history. We could share more personal experiences after dinner
and had more deep relationship as brother and sisters. We could create a joyful atmosphere for the guests
and they could receive easily the content of Divine Principle in the first day WS. .
We had started early 6:00 with morning exercise and Hoon Dok Hae to prepare the lecture in the second day
WS. Particulary for the lecture of Second Advent. The Messiah finally came on the earth by God`s desperate
work in the providence of restoration through indemnity condition. .
The 2 Days Divine Principle Workshop became a deep experience for their understanding about God’s
ideal a vision as we believe, The news that True Father is the Messiah was shocking for them but they had
expressed their desire to study more DP and True Father`s life.
Thank you so much!
Geroge Lautaru (19)
Student of Pharmacy
The Divine Principle Workshop was in the first place where made me improved
perspective about my life. And the things which I see them now in a positive way. And I
felt I improve myself and my dream became more colorful.

Costin Toma (16)
Student of high school
This seminar helps me to understand some points which I couldn’t understand before.
The most interesting presentation was the ‘Principle of Restoration’ the fact even man
fallen in a sin, He can raise up with the help of God. The program was very good
organized.

